
Geometry Info Sheet #45 
Perimeter and Area of Circles and Sectors; Pi 

 

Definitions 
Circle: The set of all points in a plane equidistant from a given point (the center) 
 

Radius: A line segment from the center of a circle to any point on the circle 
 

Diameter: A line segment containing the center of a circle whose endpoints are on the circle; the 
 length of the diameter of a circle is equal to twice the length of the radius of the circle 
 

Circumference: The distance around a circle; in other words, the perimeter of a circle 
 
 
Arc: A curved section of a circle; an arc is an unbroken part of a circle 
 

Sector: A region of a circle bounded by two radii and an arc 
 
 

π: Pronounced "pie", and sometimes written as pi, it is the ratio of a circle's circumference 
 C  to its diameter d  ( C

d ); π is the 16th letter of the Greek alphabet and represents a ratio 
 that is constant for all circles; pi is an irrational (and, therefore, non-repeating) number; it 
 is not possible to get an exact value for pi, as the number goes on forever and never ends 
 
Radian: A unit of angular measure equal to the measure of a central angle formed by an arc (on 
 a circle) whose length is equal in length to the radius of the circle; by using a radius with 
 a length of one unit, since the circumference of a circle is 2 π r, a circle (360º) is equal to 
 2 π radians, which means that one radian is equal to almost 57.3 degrees 
 

To convert degrees to radians, multiply the degrees by 180
π .  For radians to degrees, multiply the radians by 180

π . 
 
 

First 1000 Digits of Pi 
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Formulas 
The circumference  C of a circle with diameter d  and radius r  is given by: π=C d   or  2π=C r  
 
The area A  of a circle with radius r  is given by: 2π=A r  
 
In a circle with radius r , the length L  of an arc with degree measure M  is: º360

(2 )π= ML r   or  º2 360π =L M
r  

 

In a circle with radius r , the area A  of a sector with degree measure M  is: º
2

360
( )MA rπ=   or  2 º360π =A M

r  


